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Frisbee: where fitness and fun meet

Pro earns living with disc
by Cherllyn Guttmann
Staff Reporter

Frisbee: A sport for everyone.
There are no limitations due to age,
sex or body type. The sport can be
as rigorous or relaxing as you
want.
These are some of the attractions
of the sport for former University
student T.J. Barson, a professional
at the game.
"The joy in playing frisbee is
equal for everyone," Barson said,
"and participating in it can save
you from a TV death."
Barson qualifies the term "Frisbee."
"I'm not really a 'Frisbee'
player, because 'Frisbee' is a
brand name. I like to refer to
myself as a flying disc player," he
said.
When Barson was a student at
the University, he said he played
Frisbee between classes. While
attending a tournament. Barson
saw people who took the game
further.

BG Mews photo/Tim Appel
T.J. Barton, a professional flying disc player, can often ba seen in front of University
Hall practicing hit craft or Just having fun. Barton It a former University student who
earnt hit living giving Frisbee demonstrations from New York to California.

"I REALIZED that there was a
potential in Frisbee that no one was
utilizing," Barson said.
The University hired Barson to
run tournaments on campus. He
met some professionals who asked
him to be on their team.

"That's when I began to make
money by giving demonstrations,"
he said.
Barson is no longer talcing
classes and considers Frisbee his
career.
"We are the most underpaid athletic entertainers," Barson said.
"The sport has supported me for
three years, but not on a very high
level. It is getting better though,
due to the growing interest.
"The sport has brought me so
much joy. I never strived to be a
pro in the beginning. I just really
enjoyed it," Barson said.
Barson said he has demonstrated
Frisbee from New York to California.
"My dream was then to tour a
foreign country. I told a friend this
idea, and the next day the phone
rang with an offer to tour Saudi
Arabia," Barson said.
"I'LL BE THERE for three
weeks doing Sunkist soft drink promotions. That will make me an
international player. I really
wanted this to happen."
Barson added that Frisbee is a
very social game.
"It's a great way to meet people
and you can play virtually anywhere. I even play in the house,"
he said. "There's something very
exciting about everyone working

toward one goal: to make the Frisbee fly. This stresses cooperation
over competition."
The best way to learn to play is to
practice. Barson said no one can be
called a better player, but instead
should be referred to as more practiced.
Barson recommended two books
that can help a player learn new
skills: "Frisbee by the Masters"
and "The Frisbee Disc Players
Handbook".
Since Barson mainly does demonstrations, he prefers to use a
certain disc.
"I use a 160-gram Skystyler. This
type of disc is excellent for freestyle because you can kick them or
(do) anything (with them) and
they won't break," he explained.
ALTHOUGH BARSON said he
usually does not like to compete, he
was named the 1978 Ohio State
Frisbee Champ.
"I like to think of the sport more
in terms of an art form that I am
trying to master, in order to reach
a professional level of demonstration," Barson said.
Barson also enjoys teaching others how to play. He has taught
classes at the Student Recreation
Center and invites anyone to stop
and join in a game on campus.
see FRISBEE page 4
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Patton
BA dean
by Al Szabo
News Editor

Dr. Robert Patton, professor and
chair of the applied statistics and
operations research department, has
been named acting dean of the college
of Business Administration.
Patton's appointment, which became effective July 26, succeeds Dr.
Karl Vogt, who was named interim
vice president for academic affairs
for the 1982-83 academic year.
Patton will return to his position as
chair of the applied statistics and
operations research department upon
return of Vogt as dean at the end of
the academic year.
ALTHOUGH THE POSITION may
not include making any major
changes, Patton said he would be
responsible for maintaining the effective operation of the College.
"The College has been operated
and managed very effectively in the
past and I nope to continue that management," Patton said.
Patton added that plans for the 80's
need to be articulated and said he
would be involved with making those
plans.
An acting chair of the department
of applied statistics and operation
research department is expected U
be named soon.
Patton graduated from Tarkio College (Missouri) and received his master's and doctoral degrees from the
University of Missouri at Columbia.

Truancy may spur arcade law
by Mike Neary
Staff Reporter

For the past several years, video
arcades have provided convenient
after-school hang-outs for teenage
students craving electronic delight.
But according to Bowling Green officials, some of these students have not
been able to wait for the dismissal bell
to ring before heading to the gamerooms. And with the first day of
school quickly approaching, legislation to prevent sucn truancy is in the
works.
"There's some sentiment for doing
something," said Bowling Green
council member Wendell Jones.
Council members Jones, Joyce
Kepke and Patricia McGinnis belong
to the Intergovernmental Affairs
Committee, which is currently pondering arcade legislation. Jones said
the principal motivation for gameroom regulations is rooted from the
suspicion that "arcade proprietors
are not diligently policing (truancy)
themselves/'
THE IDEA to impose restrictions has
been kicked around by council for a
few months, according to Jones, but
he said he is not certain who initially
proposed an ordinance. "No one on
council initiated it, nor did the mayor.
It just sort of evolved."

The legislation would most likely
firohibit minors, ages 16 and under,
rom entering arcades from 8 a.m. to
2:30 p.m. when school is in session.
"The reason we didn't include 17 is
because that could apply to university
students," Jones said. A $25-to-$50 fee
would be included to finance the enforcement of the regulations. This fee
is comparable to those already passed
in neighboring communities.
The city attorney is scheduled to
draft the proposal in time for the
August 16 council meeting, but Jones
said it is not likely to be voted on right
away.
Gary Braund, owner of Arcade City
on East Wooster, said he would not
want to see legislation passed because
he fears it would inhibit his business.
"I WOULD hope that it would not be
necessary," Braund said. "I honestly
cannot tell you that I've heard of any
problems, but I will not say that there
aren't any."
Braund stressed that, as a gameroom owner, he does not want to
provide students with a recreational
refuge from the classroom. "We don't
want kids hanging out in arcades
when they should fee in school," he
said.
He also mentioned that he has tried
to maintain a dialogue with area
schools. "We let them know that we

are not a hang-out for delinquents,"
Braund said. We remain in contact
with the schools."
But Braund does not believe he is
obligated to turn youngsters away
from his arcade...even during the
school day. "Some kids have open
lunch hours, and we don't feel we
have the right to send them away," he
said.
Don Morrison, principal of Bowling
Green Junior High School, believes
otherwise. "We would like to see
(access to arcades for minors) limited to the afternoon," he said.
"We've had a few instances of
truancy, particularly with our eighth
and ninth graders."
THE PROBLEM of truancy has. in
some cases, become severe enough to
spur the withdrawal of a few junior
high students, according to Morrison.
Morrison said he has complained to
council members, arcade proprietors
and police officers about the problem,
and he believes his complaints may
have led to the shutdown of The Galaxy, an arcade located just blocks
away from the junior high school.
As for the open lunch hour referred
to by Braund, Morrison has decided to
abandon it. "We used to have a halfhour lunch period in which kids could
could go downtown to eat, but we had
see VIDEO page 4

Center volunteers to help child
abusers, victims in Wood County
A Child Abuse Prevention Center
has been opened in Bowling Green at
130 S. Main St.
Richard Gilbert, office coordinator,
said that a' 'volunteer group of professionals and concerned members of
the community" organized themselves after realizing the need for a
service that could direct people to a
helping agency.
Gilbert stressed that the Center is
not a direct care agency, but simply
one whose emphasis is "prevention
through education."
The purpose of the Center is to keep
the abuse issue before the community
and educate those who are in positions
to observe children.
GILBERT SAID the problem of
child abuse and neglect here is no
worse than in any other county, but
that there are problems unique to the
area.
Parents' fear of being discovered is
the main problem here, he said.
"It is easier to be anonymous in
Toledo or Findlay than it is in Wood
County."
Gilbert said pinpointing cases of
abuse and -eglect is difficult in a
rural community because of the physical distance between neighbors.
ANOTHER PROBLEM, he said, is
getting people without transportation
to self-help groups for counseling.
Those being counseled often are
unable to call anyone when they feel
the need to talk, he added."In Alcoholics Anonymous you have a partner
to call. But in Wood County, most
calls are toll calls."
Gilbert said since the opening of the
Center in May he has noticed a growing community awareness of the

many aspects of child abuse and
neglect.
HE BLAMES "frustration, pressure, tension and depression-tne kind
of things we find growing in society
today" for increased incidence of
abuse and neglect.
The "cycle of abuse" syndrome is a
pattern of behavior where a parent
who was abused as a child continues
the violence with his or her own child.
Gilbert said the abuser himself is
the victim, "as long as he or she is
under some sense of stress or depression and is unable to cope effectively."
He distinguished abuse (including
physical welts and burns, verbal and
sexual attacks) from neglect.
Neglect is a more difficult thing to
detect, he said. It involves a value
judgment often difficult to determine
objectively.
NEGLECT MOST often includes
signs of malnutrition or obesity, uncleanliness, or an overall failure to
develop in a healthy manner, he said.
Because the Center is not a direct
helping agency itself, emergency
calls are directed to different agencies in Wood County.
"When in doubt, call the Link,"
Gilbert said, adding that the function
of the Link is crisis intervention.
In addition, Family Services and
the Mental Health Clinic Of Wood
County offer various services to abusers and their families.
WOOD COUNTY also provides programs such as Parents Anonymous,
a support group of parents who have
been abusers, and who know what it's
like, helping each other cope," Gilbert explained.

Parent Aides is a program available through the Children s Resource
Center. Gilbert describes it as a group
of volunteers who provide one-on-one
assistance and friendship to parents
in high-risk situations.
The Child Abuse Center's main goal
of educating the community will increase the recognition and reporting
of child abuse and neglect in the
county, Gilbert said.
"Child abuse is a disease, a sickness and an emotional problem," be
added. "It needs to be treated through
help and not through judgement."

Debbie Charlton of Bowling Green helpa wash Peachet, a heifer owned by her titter, at the Wood BG News photo/Tim Appel
County Fair. Judging of llvettock started yesterday and will continue today. Other events include htrnett
racing, a demolition derby and grandstand events. The fair, located off W. Poe and Hatklnt roads, runt until Sunday.

Politicians blaze November campaign
trail early at Wood County Fairgrounds
by David Schlffer
Editorial Editor

Labor Day weekend is the traditional beginning of the political season during an election year. This is
the psychological starting point for
politicians to begin converging on
picnics, parades or any other Urge
Battering where they can pass out
terature, "press the flesh" and talk
with the voters about the issues of the
day. This is when the media, fresh
from summer vacations, take notice
of candidates and campaigns, and for
the next 60 days, every "media
event" will not go unnoticed.
But for local politicians, the fall
campaign usually begins daring the
week ofthe county fair. This is when
the local Democratic and Republican

parties set up their booths along the
midway, sporting bunting and banners adorned with the names and
faces of their candidates for the upcoming election.
More important for the candidates,
however, is the oportunity to "work
the crowd," shake hands, say "Hello,
I'm running for office" and pass out
an array of novelties that bear their
names.
"IT'S A GOOD place to meet the
people," according to Harold Bateson, Wood County Auditor running for
re-election. Bateson is stationed in a
corner of the Republican booth next to
an electronic scale, which he invites
paasersby to stand on, much like the
barkers in the game booths further up
the midway.

"Come on over here and have your
picture taken," he says to an older
woman passing by. She stands on the
platform, he presses a button, and her
weight is recorded on a card which
has a photo of Bateson on it, plus a
little information about his office and
its duties.
"It's a good crowd attractor," he
said.
"The fair is a place where people
can talk one-on-one with a candidate," he said. Incumbents also find it
a place where people bring their problems to be resolved, he added.

mon Pleas Court, is passing out little
yellow memo pads in front of the
building, while inside sits a stack of
cardboard Indian war bonnets
adorned with his name. Children can
be seen wearing them around the fair.
Some candidates have their own
booths which enables them to put
their name in front of the public
without any competition for space.
Norm Milligan, County Commissioner running for re-election, is giving away balloons at his booth next to
the Republican's.
A few paces down, the Democrats
have their booth. Outside, Jim
INSIDE THE booth, there are but- Sherck,. Fremont lawyer and canditons, handcards, notepads, matches date for U.S. Representative, is passand emery boards, all with a candi- ing out white shopping bags with
date's name on them. Donald 'Sherck for Congress'r primed on
see FAIR page 5
DeCessna, running for judge of Com-
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Toledo Zoo entertains with more than animals
by Marcia Sloan
Staff Reporter

Last Sunday, after scanning an
overcast sky, I realized my usual
strenuous Sunday afternoon of layingout in the sun would have to be
changed due to uncooperative
weather. After a quick peek in my top
dresser drawer I came up with $3.10.
The question was, what would I do
that was lust as enjoyable and just as
inexpensive as soaking up the rays?
The answer to my Simday-afternoonwittout-a-thing-tfrdo dilemma was
the Toledo Zoo.
After loading up the car with a few
friends, a bag of popcorn and jug of
ice water (a budget of $3.10 doesn't
leave much room for real food) we
left the University human zoo in
search of other animals.
Upon arriving at the zoo, located on
the Anthony Wayne Trail at the edge
of Maumee and Toledo, the parking
attendant informed us that it would
cost $1 to park the car (down to $2.10
now). Another $2 was spent for an
entrance fee.
FORTUNATELY, it doesn't take
much money to enjoy the zoo. The
animals themselves are entertaining,
and if you tire of gawking at lions and
tigers and bears, the homo sapien
species can at times prove as interesting and hilarious as the animals.

^-^

I found that I could test the effectiveness of my interpersonal communication skills with children, and
discovered just how successful the
theories I had learned in class were in
actual practice. My major accomElishment for the day in this area was
liking an eight-year-old boy into
sharing his "zoo food"-marshmallows and peanuts-with me. I assured
him I was going to feed it to the bears
just around the corner.
In addition to amusing animals and
gullible children, the Toledo Zoo has
other forms of entertainment as well,
regardless of one's age.

relaxing with the band as they took us
through a "Sentimental Journey" in
time.
At the end of the day my skin color
SUNDAY EVENINGS, from 6-to-8 was the same as it had been in the
p.m., are "Family Nights," and ev- morning, and I didn't get any homeeryone (regardless of whether they work done, but I did have a day of
are with a family) is admitted free. practical communication education,
For two hours people can scrutinize and my fill of ham sandwiches and
reptiles, feed bears, listen to seals, watermelon. I also had a dime left to
smell roses and sit on picnic tables put in my top dresser drawer.
absolutely free, courtesy of the city of
Toledo.
At 8 p.m., the gates to the zoo
amphitheatre swing open, a drumroll
is heard, and all visitors to the zoo are
invited to hear "Music Under the
A ROSE GARDEN and greenhouse Stars." (That night there were no Films
seemed very popular with elderly stars so we listened to "Music Under Wed., Aug. 4- "A Night To Rememvisitors, and picnic sites throughout the Clouds," but I imagine it sounded ber," 8 p.m., Main Auditorium, Unithe park were filled with families at very similar to what goes on under the versity Hall. Free.
dinner time. The picnic grounds, in stars.)
fact, were the chosen site of my next
Each Sunday night throughout the Mon., Aug.9- "Hello Dolly," 8 p.m.,
experiment-this one in practical non- summer the Toledo Symphony, Con- Main Auditorium, University Hall.
verbal communication.
cert Band or special guests select a Free.
By sitting very close to a family theme and for no cost, zoo-goers can
with abundant quantities of food, my sit in the amphitheatre and sing-along Wed., Aug. n-"Sino-Japanese War,"
Chinese film with simultaneous runfriends and I discovered that if we to old favorites.
ning lecture in English, 7:30 p.m.,
looked downcast and a little disappointed with our rations of popcorn,
A FEW of the themes used this Room 210, Math/Science Building.
marshmallows and peanuts, we could summer include "Rodgers and Ham- Free.
soon help ourselves to ham sand- merstein Favorites," "Country Fun,"
wiches and watermelon. (After such and last week, "Sounds of the Big Concerts
tremendous success in both experi- Bands."
8- "Getting Romantic,"
ments that day, we vowed to never cut
It didn't take long for my friends Sun., Aug.
Concert Band, 8 p.m., Toledo
class again.)
and I to get "In the Mood" to spend Toledo
Around 6 p.m. the zoo suddenly another two hours at the Toledo Zoo, Zoo Amphitheater. Free.
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Two-party arrogance
Richard Celeste, Democratic candidate for governor, has
spurned an invitation from the Ohio League of Women
Voters to debate with Republican candidate Clarence Brown
and Libertarian nominee Phyllis Goetz. Celeste claims that
the race is between him and Brown, and any debate should
not include other, so-called "third," party candidates.
This arrogance of self-importance is not new in two-party
politics. The Democrats and Republicans have for years all
but denied the existence of. any other political parties but
their own. The two parties have created legislation designed
to perpetuate and ease their own existence while forcing
other parties to perform the political equivalent of the
Twelve Labors of Hercules just to be allowed the honor of
being on the same ballot with the "real" parties.
At a time when the party labels "Republican" and "Democrat" give less distintion than the political labels "Conservative" and "Liberal," the American people should be looking
to other parties for a political philosophy they can believe in.
Political pluralism means diversity of thought, one of the
foundations of this country. Refusing to acknowledge the
seriousness of other parties with other ideas is a "Republicrat" tactic that will leave both parties in the dust as the
disaffected voting population searches about looking for new
leaders with new ideas.
THE BG NEWS
Editor
Naws Editor
Editorial Editor

Evo Paniole
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Photo Editor
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Bombing of Hiroshima reorder the priorities of our nation
meeting human needs: and as
should be remembered toward
a tribute to the thousands of people

r

Events

Sat, Aug. 7- Cleveland Browns vs.
Detroit Lions, controlled scrimmage,
August 3-7- "Murder at the Vicarge," 1 p.m., Doyt Perry Stadium. Free.
8 p.m., Huron Playhouse, Huron,
Ohio. Tickets $3.50 at the playhouse
box office or by calling (419)4$M744. Sun., Aug. 8- Toledo Mud Hens vs.
Syracuse, 2 p.m., Lucas County RecAugust 10-M- "Rodgers and Hart." 8 reation Center, Toledo.
p.m., Huron Playhouse, Huron, Ohio.
Ticket information same as above.
Sat, Aug. 14- Toledo Bike Race, 10
a.m., Ravine Park, Toledo. For information call Purcell's Bike Shop at 3526264.

Plays

Fairs

Through Aug. 8- Wood County Fair,
Wood County Fairgrounds, Bowling
Green. Featuring harness and horse
relay racing, the "Cedar Point
Amazement Review," tractor pull
contest and a demolition derby. Admission $3 per day.

Etc., Etc.

Fit, Aug. 6- Roller Skating, 7 p.m.,
Amaru/Commons Area. $.50 per hall
hour.

Fit, Aug. 6- Cedar Point with UAO.
$12 fee includes transportion and adto the park. Register in UAO
Sat, Aug. 14- Ohio State Fair with mission
office by today.
UAO. $5 admission includes all exhibits, midway rides, evening entertainAug. 12- SRC Club Pool Cookment and transportation. Register at TOUTS.,
Out featuring hot dogs, chips, lemonUAO office by August 12.
ade and other muchies, 5-7 p.m. $1 per
person. Sign up in the SRC main office
by August 9.

Sports

August 5-7- Toledo Mud Hens vs. Sat, Aug. 14- Cycling with Phil ChamSyracuse, 7:30 p.m., Lucas County bers, 10 a.m., Bowling Green. $1 plus
a sack lunch. Sign up in the SRC main
Recreation Center, Toledo.
office.

Graduation path long and winding
Impossible as it may seem, my
stretch in this institution appears to
be almost over. As I prepare to graduate, it's very hard not to become
sentimental, sloppy and reflective.
After all, I've spent some of the most

COMMENT
by Ed Campbell

impressionable years of my childhood
at Bowling Green State University.
Seeing all the proud parents and
bright young faces on campus all
summer started me down nostalgia's
path. I remember when I attended
pre-registration, about thirteen years
ago. I probably had that same wideeyed, freshly scrubbed face that I've
seen on all the soon-to-be freshmen
this summer.
TYPICALLY, I ATTENDED prereg by myself. I believe my logic at
the time was that I didn't want any
parental figures looming overhead to
spoil my fun. I also was going for that
worldly, independent look. Man, this
was 1975; we still wore our hair flowing down over our shirt collars then.
I realized during those few days
that Bowling Green was, indeed,
going to be an institute of higher
learning for me. There were more
students here than comprised the
entire population of my home town. I
learned the necessity of getting out of
my combination shoe box-dorm room,
the importance of drinking beer, ana
the addictiv eness of General Hospital.
So I left my Bromfield cubicle and
entered into the experience that is
Greek Life. Granted, the room was
still tiny, but the possibilities were
enormous. Here I found myself surrounded by people who had the same
life goals and ambitions that I did
drinking beer and chasing women.
But please don't misconstrue this as a
condemnation of fraternities in any
way; I met and befriended people
during my stay there that I wilTnever
forget.

SOON I EVEN ENTERED into the
house's politics, and then, at the pinnacle oi my respectability here, I
became the Chief Justice of the InterFraternity Council's Judicial Board. I
was never to rise to such heights
again. As I mentioned, Bowling Green
is a learning experience and both the
IKC and I learned from my year in
office. They learned that a seemingly
reasonable, apparently intelligent
young man could be a completely
inept public servant. I learned that I
didn't like any form of responsibility.
As I wobbled unsteadily onward
toward graduation, I managed to
somehow convince myself that after
all the beers, all the women and all
the fun, I didn't want to do it all
anymore. In possibly the most brilliant move of my entire career, I
dropped out. With two quarters left to
go-

a blurry combination of blood, sweat
and fears. I worked - in a steel mill, in
an air products plant, painting
houses, tending bar, taking the census, and finally, not at all. All the odd
jobs and running couldn't erase that
unfinished diploma that hung over my
head like a sheepskin sword. So after
a consultation with my eternally patient, long-suffering parents, I decided to move back to Bowling Green.
Unfortunately, one look at the buildings, classrooms and younger students that were now ahead of me
racked me with that old, unnamed
fear and I still didn't enroll. I went
back to the pattern of odd jobs and
aimless wandering, just in a different
town. Skeptics and cynics had always
told me that once you quit school, you
never go back. Now, after almost two
years. I was ready to believe them
completely.

THE NEXT YEAR-and-a-half were

THE SHOCK OF HITTING bottom

in a cell in Hancock County one grey
Saturday morning finally blasted me
back to reality. I, who had once been a
Chief Justice, had been reduced to
this. My incredibly faithful friends
rallied around me, aided by that same
fraternity that I had abandoned so
long ago, and jerked me to my feet. I
was officially re-admitted to BGSU in
time for spring quarter of 1982 and am
now a "candidate for graduation" on
August 21.
To paraphrase two very overSnoted Beatles songs in one swing of
le bat, I took the long and winding
road to graduation, and got by with
more than a little help from my
friends. But my parents told me more
than once along the way that I was in
college to learn. Oh, but I've learned.
Ed Campbell is a graduating senior
in journalism from Brilliant. He is a
staff reporter for the News.

Remember the victims of Hiroshima

LETTERS.
Friday, August 6, is a day when all
Americans should put a few minutes
aside to reflect on past history. August 6 marks the 37th anniversary of
the dropping of the first nuclear bomb
on the city of Hiroshima, Japan. One
should not consider either the Tightness or the wrongness of President
Truman's decision to drop this new
"super" weapon, but one should reflect upon the dreadful loss of human
life that occurred in a matter of a few
seconds.
340,000 people were killed almost
instantaneously and hundreds of thousands more were maimed for life. The
city of Hiroshima for all practical
purposes was completely destroyed.
On August 6, 1945, one bomb, one
single bomb, was capable of destroying an entire city and most of its
inhabitants. Since then, the world has
stockpiled more than 50,000 of these
nuclear weapons, each one thousands
of times more powerful and deadly
. that that single bomb which was
dropped on Hiroshima. And yet the
Reagan Administration continues to
divert billions of dollars from education, housing and medical care to
buOd even greater, more deadly
weapons: the MX missile, the neutron
bomb, the cruise missile and the
Trident submarine.
Join the Ohio Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Campaign during Bread not
Bombs Weekend to call for an immediate end to the nuclear arms race
and other forms of militarism; to

began swarming with visitors and
after a little investigation, the reason
became very clear.

who died in Hiroshima with the demand that this crime against humanity never again be repeated.
The ultimate goal of the Ohio Nuclear Weapons Freeze is to keep the
bombings at Hiroshima and Nagasaki
(August 9, 1945 - 80,000 killed) as
isolated instances, preventing forever
the repeat of such massive destruction ofnumanity. The group is part of
a national effort calling for a HALT in
the escalating nuclear arms race.
Specifically, we are supporting a proposal asking for the United States and
the Soviet Union to negotiate a mutual
freeze in the testing, production and
deployment of Nuclear Weapons and
their delivery systems. This is an
essential, verifiable first step toward
lessening the risk of nuclear war and
reducing the nuclear arsenals.
The horror of Hiroshima should
serve to remind mankind of the potential destruction of modem weaponry.
Hiroshima should never be forgotten it was perhaps the single most significant event of modern history. At a
minimum, we must remember the
warning that those who ignore history
are doomed to repeat it. That we
cannot live undisturbed in a disturbing world of explosive change must be
confronted. We must make sure that
Hiroshima as well as Nagasaki do not
serve as preludes to our future.
The Bowling Green Peace Coalition
will be presenting a Memorial Service
on Friday, August 6, commemorating
those who were killed and wounded at

Hiroshima. Services will begin at 7:00 Director's post search
p.m. and will be held at St. Thomas needs to open field
More University Parish, 425 Thurstin
Ave. For further information, contact
This letter is written in response to
me at 354-2802.
the article entitled "Director Search
Continues," (BG News, July 28).
Steven Arnold
Ravine been affiliated with the Office of International Programs for
Dropped "Dr." draws
seven years now, I have been padiscrimination charge tiently waiting for the announcement
of the new director. Well, hurray,
In reference to your article on the somebody has taken the initiative to
front page of the July 28, 1982, BG keep the public informed of the proNews describing the new University gress with respect to the search for a
President's revamping of the admin- new director!
istrative organization, we take note of
After reading about the reorganizathe following and wonder why it is so: tion and restructuring of the positions
Dr. George Postich, Dr. Karl Vogt, in this office I felt a tinge of optimism
Dr. Donald Ragusa, Dr. Ronald for the future of International ProMarso, Dr. John Ericksen, but Ra- grams, however, I remain skeptical
mona Cormier.
about the approach that Dr. Ramona
Are we to conclude that men hold- Cormier is using in selecting the new
ing the doctorate will be so recognized directors.
by the editor of our university newsAt the beginning of the article it is
paper, but women will not?
indicated that a decision to begin a
Come now, affirmative action sup- new search was reached because,
posedly came to the campus long ago. according to Dr. Cormier, "there was
not anyone who clearly met the qualJanlt L. Palllster (Ph.D.)
ifications of the job description."
Professor, Romance Languages
Later in the article Dr. Cormier had
this to say: "I think that the area of
Toe BG News regrets tie omission International Programs is a very
of tbe title before Dr. Cormier's name important one for both foreign stuIn the article of July U, UK. It was dents and American students and
merely an error In tbe editing of tbe they will want to make sure that the
article. Dr: Cormier's degree title most qualified candidate is chosen."
was used properly m an uterlor artiIf Dr. Cormier feels so strongly
cle In tbe same Issue. Tbe News' about this and if, after an initial
policy Is to use tbe title of "Dr." unsuccessful search for a director has
before a person's name on tbe first taken place, then I cannot see her
reference. On subsequent references, rational for confining the search for a
we use tbe last name only.
director within the campus populace.

In fact, the restructuring of the position creates a greater need for two
highly specialized individuals, and
thus makes it more necessary to find
individuals with as much expertise
and background in International Student Affairs as possible.
Only too recently have we learned a
lesson that the most qualified candidate for any position does not necessarily exist at BGSU. Then, by the
same parallel, let us open up this
search to the national pool. My membership with the National Association
for Foreign Student Affairs clearly
indicates that expertise exists outside
of this campus. Therefore, if the University wishes to best serve the interests of both the students and the
University community as a whole, I
urge you to reconsider the decision to
make an internal selection.
If the problem is a monetary one,
then let's face facts - somebody is
going to have to fill the position of the
one to be vacated when somebody
from within the campus is nominated.
Will an internal selection process be
undertaken yet again?
Ivor Emmanuel

Senator Metzenbaum
Ohio's fiscal watchdog
Senator Howard Metzenbaum deserves the praise of Ohio citizens and
taxpayers for his gallant action this
month on an obscure piece of legislation which would have provided
windfall subsidies to large California
farms that receive subsidized water

from the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation.
It was a Friday afternoon and senators wanted to get out of town to
escape the summer heat of Washington, but Senator Metzenbaum would
not allow this special interest legislation to be passed routinely. He
forced the Senate to step back and
debate the proposal (S. 1867). This
was a piece of legislation to weaken
safeguards in the federal irrigation
program run by the Bureau of Reclamaion for the 17 Western states.
The legislation was opposed by the
Grange and Farmers Union, by environmental groups, by various religious organizations, and by the
National Taxpayers Union. As a result of his determination to make the
Senate vote explicitly on the questions
of subsidized irrigation water, Senator Metzenbaum was able to make
some significant changes in the legislation. One giveaway provision be
succeeded in removing from tbe bill
concerned the Wetlands irrigation
district in California and would have
cost the taxpayer as much as threequarters of a billion dollars. He tightened up repayment requirements on
those western farms that compete
with Ohio farmers, and he prevented
western farm operators who gross
several million dollars annually from
getting water from federal protects
unless they pay a fair share of the
cost.
Brent Blackwelder
Environmental Policy Center
Washington. D.C.
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Briefs.

'Talking' registers debut at Kroger's

THE UNIVERSITY will be accepting applications for Fall semester 1983 in
August rather than Oct. 1, as had previously been the traditional admissions
opening date. Earlier than usual application requests and earlier fall high
school openings have prompted officials to set the Aug. 1 starting date.
Prospective freshmen desiring admission to the College of Business
Administration should apply by Dec. IS, and by Feb. 1 for admission to the
other undergraduate colleges.
ENTRIES FOR the second summer session golf and tennis tournaments are
due Thurs., Aug. 5. Entries are available from hall directors and at the
intramural office in 201 Memorial Hall. Play begins next week.
THE CITY of Bowling Green needs two student representatives for its
Housing Commission. Any students can seek the appointments, but Mayor
Alvin Perkins suggested they be able to serve during the Fall, Spring and
Summer for the commission. Nominations for the positions should be made
to Mayor Perkins. For more information call the City Administration
Services Building at 352-3541.
SELDON CARSEY.who has administered environmental services activities
at the University since 1974, has been appointed director of the environmental health program in the College of Health and Community Services.
Carsey is the first full-time director of the program which enrolls nearly 50
students.
Dr. Daniel Parratt will assume Carsey's former position as manager of
environmental services. Parratt has been health planning coordinator for
the Ohio Department of Health in Bowling Green since 1976.
FORMER NAVAL men from the USS Manchester will gather at the
University for a two-day reunion starting Aug. 5. The 10,000-ton Manchester
was commissioned in 1946 and assigned to duty in the Korean War. About 50
persons, representing 13 states, are expected at the reunion.
THE UNIVERSITY chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority, in cooperation with
Goodwill Industries of Toledo, Inc., will conduct a materials drive on Sat.,
Aug. 14. A Goodwill Collection Center will be stationed in the Murphy's Mart
parking lot on South Main Street from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. All donated
materials will be used to support training and work experience programs
for handicapped men and women served by Goodwill.
THE WOOD COUNTY Disaster Services Agency will conduct a county-wide
siren test Fri., Aug. 6, between 10 a.m. and noon.
THE UNIVERSITY'S main campus summer enrollment for 1982 is 5,801,
consisting of 2,620 men and 3,181 women. Seniors comprise the majority of
undergraduates with 1,630, then juniors with 974, followed by freshmen with
547,and sophomores with 528. The University also has 1,717 graduate
students and 405 transfer students.
A MEMORIAL service will be held on Friday August 6, the 37 anniversary of
the nuclear bombing of Hiroshima. The service, in remembrance of more
than 240,000 killed in the first use of nuclear weaponry, will begin at 7 p.m. in
St. Thomas More University Parish, 425 Thurstin Avenue. The service is
open to all. For further information contact Steve Arnold at 354-2802 or
Sister Patricia Schnapp at 352-7555.

by Scott Carpenter
Staff Writer
Going through the check-out line at
the grocery store can be a pretty
routine experience, but within the
past ten years the development and
wide-spread use of computerized
scanners has added pizazz and a
certain amount of fascination to the
otherwise insipid task. What, though,
is next?
The Kroger supermarket on North
Main Street in Bowling Green just
might have the answer.
For the past week and a half, Kroger's shoppers have been given a taste
of what the future may Dring to the
cashier's counter in the form of a new
attachment to their scanners called
POSItalkers.
POSItalkers are a product of the
National Semi Conductor company
and are basically no more than a

Staker attached to the cash register.
e device is able to read and verbally transmit information because of
a computer chip tied into the main
computer. This chip receives the electric impulses sent by the scanners and
turns them into voice as well as an
LED readout, sending both back to
the customer in a fraction of a second.
THIS TALKING BOX tells the consumer the price of each item, the total
of the purchase, the amount of money
he gave the checker and how much
change he is to get back.
According to Paul Harto, Scan coordinator in the Store Operations Department of Kroger, the Bowling
Green store is one of two Kroger
stores in Ohio to use the POSItalkers
(the other is in Grove City). Harto
also said the installment of these
boxes is for test purposes only, and
customers will be surveyed at the end

by Mike Towle
Staff Writer

Over 500 colleges and trade schools
have been barred from receiving
funds from the National Direct Student Loan program as a result of
action by Education Secretary T.H.
Bell last week. This change in regulation will not affect the University.
According to a spokesman for Bell,
"Any school with a default rate exceeding 25 percent will not be eligible
for NDSL funding in the 1982-83 school
year."
University Financial Aid Director
Berryl Smith said the new regulation
will not effect students at the University.
"The default rate here is right
around 3.2 percent," Smith said.

The new regulation also awards
those schools with successful collection records with a unspecified
amount of money depending on their
default rate percentage.
"We are now investigating the possibility of funds being awarded to us
due to our collection department's
outstanding record," Smitn added.
SECRETARY BELL'S ACTION is
intended to prompt those schools with
extremely poor collection records to
start calling in their overdue loans.
According to a department spokesman, "It s really to their advantage
since any funds collected go back into
that school's accounts."
The NDSL program is a revolving
account. It is set up to provide a
school with a specific amount of

Come see the Resume Professionals
Quality Computer Typesetting
Over 100 typestvlea available

Preferred Properties
835 High St.
Rental Office Located at the
New Cherrywood Health Spa

INC

PIEDMONT APTS - HAVEN HOUSE
' Apt. Complexes * Houses * Efficiencies
furnished or unfurnished
Phone: 352-9378
9:00 4:30 Mon-Fri

Several other checkers said the
boxes are "fantastic," and one cashier said the talk boxes help to monitor
mistakes.

The reason for the experiment,
according to Harto, is to test the
company's theory that customers like
to hear the prices called off as they
Ent their items on the counter. Kroger
elieves this also helps the customer
to feel more confident with the prices.
Why Bowling Green? Harto explained that his company sees Bowling Green as a typical Northwest Ohio
town that will represent the area well.
SID MORRIS, the store's manager,
said the checkers and customers both
seemed to like the POSItalkers, and
added that everyone has beat "having a blast" with them. Morris added
he has seen no problems at all with
the new equipment so far.
Only one checker disagreed with
Morris, saying she thinks the POSItalker is too confusing.

;er customers also seem to be
the newest addition to the
counter with ease. Jo Anderson, a real estate salesperson from
Perrysburg, said she was surprised
the voices are not mechanical sounding.
''Some computers sound so cold,"
she added.
Barb Miller, a Bowling Green
mother and housewife, said she was
surprised when she heard the talk
box. At first Miller said she thought it
was the cashier talking.
John Banford, a Bowling Green
machinist, said he thinks the boxes
will be a great help to the checkers
and added, "they certainly are different."

Some student loans cut, BG unaffected

r

NOW RENTING

of the test to decide if the devices are
of value to the company.

' We also type Resumes
and offer matching envelopes and stationery

For Standard Resume's, 3 day service
from start to finish
OUR SERVICES ARE MANY SO GIVE US A CALL
111 South Main St.. Bowling Green
Phone 352-5762
Serving the Printing Needs of Students. Faculty and Staff ol B GS U.
in Quickorintino

money to be loaned out to students
and collected once the student stops
attending classes. Once collected, the
funds revolve in the school's account
for future loans.
Only one area college was affected
by the new regulation. Davis Junior
College of Business, a Toledo business/trade school, had it's NDSL
funding cut off for a one year probationary period. Kevin Lambert, financial aid director, said the action
should not be a problem for the
school.
The NDSL program represents only
3 percent of all financial aid issued to
Davis students, Lambert said.
LAMBERT STRESSED Davis did

intend to "call out the does" on former students who repeatedly ignored
notices to begin payments on their
past due accounts.
"Were not going to be nice guys
anymore," Lambert said. He added
that Davis intends to turn over all
delinquent accounts to a local collection agency.
University of Toledo Financial Aid
Director Richard Lasko said his department has U.T.'s default rate estimated at 8 percent. Lasko attributed
their success to U.T.'s reputation as
an accredited institution. We're not
some fly-by-night trade school. When
a student takes out a loan here he does
so with the knowledge that it must be
paid back," Lasko said.

COUPON

FREE Plzzo

Buy any large pina and get on*
medium pizza with the saint number
ol itoim — FREE
Buy any medium pizza and got ono
• mall plixa with th* same number
of Items — FREE

f-Pisorielte's

PICK UP OR DINE IN

I^IZZO 203 N. Main

PHONE 352-5166
One Coupon Per Pizza — NO DELIVERY On This Special

Expires August 14, 1982

"OPEN 4 PM"

.J

/

£30%—V.
Off
On Haircuts

For New Clients Only!
The Arrangement it welcoming new clients
by oHering them a 30% discount on haircuts
C All NOW AND
MAKI YOUt A' "OINTMINT WITH:
Amy. Judy, Cathy, Katie. Deb,
Kathy Ann. Cindy. Lisa or Leigh Ann
WITH COUPON THRU AUGUST 11

(HMIT,

Sato, ana" Waal flssijissTs)
392-4101,112-4143

181 (B)S. Main, B.6.
•tan Wed If'. ■•
Tu«* ilh„ri •■ Sat |

<V

X-J.I/

Now Leasing for
Fall 1982

ROCK LEDGE MANOR
850 Sixth St. at South College
2 bedroom fum. apt.
2 full baths
cable vision-dishwasher
4 x 10 storage locker
NTCMCh |D^
OMMG f 1
ROOM H*T

f !«' I

npsu
."."Tcioser

™mmmmmm#mmmmmi\miiw*}\m m — wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

The most
professional
eyeglass fitting
and service
you can buy,
anywhere...
at any price.
* FRAMES AND LENSES FROM THE FINEST AVAILABLE
SOURCES - Comparable lo those of the most expensive shop*, in the
Toledo area.
* UNLIMITED SELECTION OF FRAME STYLES AT THE SAME
PRICE — over 1000 to choose from

NOT ?59Z NOT *&PZ NOT *99^
AT BURLINGTON

«9088

UQ88

SINGLE VISION LENS A FRAME'

BIFOCAL LENS & FRAME*

29

49

Tinled. plmtic ovrrtiir out of itock fensej pricrd higher

39

88 FOR SOFT CONTACT
LENSES. Care kit and
professional fee not
included.

EYES IMtllMIIB)
DR. KENNETH t. HxhKK.nl>.
•Standard . I. .n «!••- • -MM> In
-200 Cyl.
XIL axma QUINT UUK fflQHft

GREAT HALF-PRICE
HAIRCUT SALE!

At Command Performance in Bowling Green!
Our famous shampoo.
precision haircut
& bkw-dry styling
(Reg. $14)
Shampoo and
Wow-dry styling
(Hot
(Reg. $8)
Full permanent #
(Reg. $35)
Partial permanent *
(Reg. $25)
Frosting #
(Reg. $35)
Color highlighting #
(Reg. $20-$26)
Tinting *

(Reg. $16-$22)

A
sconooH

LIVING BOOM
1? 11 ■'•«

KDROOM
11111

"■US

Owner pays heat and water

BOGGS REAL ESTATE
call 352-384111-3 or 354-1120

# Haircut extra

NOW Only $7!

NOW Only $41
rafters & wet seta: $2 extra)
NOW Only $20!

Now only $15!
Now only $25!
Now only $15-$21!
Now only $12-$18!
Slight additional charge for
below-shoulder-length hair

Command Performance
The Hairstyling Place

1072 N. Main Street
Bowling Green, Ohio
Hours: 10-9 M-F. 9-7 Sat, 12-5 Sun Tel. 352-6516

HURRY! Sale Is for LIMITED TIME ONLY!
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Frisbee
^—
... from Page 1
"WepUyinfrontofUnivanritjr Hall and everyone
is invited," Barson
said. "Stop by and well try
to amaze you."
There are many people
who do not play Frisbee,
but like to collect them,
Barson said. "Some are
rare or have artistic quality. They can be just like
irtimpn I've heard of
someone in California who

has over 10,000 Frisbees. I
have a couple hundred myself," he added.
Barson explained that
Frisbee playing is also
great exercise.
"To me, jogging is boring, but that silly piece of
plastic that flies can really
make me fly. 111 run a
little faster and a little
harder just to make that
catch," Barson said.

Video
,. from Page 1
"We used to have a halfhour lunch period in which
kids could could go downtown to eat, but we had
kids .who didn't make it
back in the allotted time,"
Morrison said. He also
found that some students
delved into drugs and alcohol during these free lunch
breaks. "We had a lot of
success in closing that
down," he said.

FAIR WEEK SPECIAL

ALL

Lingerie Sleepwear
Bras Panties Slips
Girdles gowns robes

20%-50%
OFF
Extra Special-Group of Bras
Discontinued styles, broken sizes
(lots of size 32) values to $13.00
NOW .99-$1.99

POWDER PUFF

525 Ridge St.

MORRISON pointed out
that some gameroom owners are more cooperative
than others when it comes
to policing truancy. "Some
are supportive, vet at
times you run into that
maverick that says it's not
their fault...that if it
weren't for the video
§ames, kids would be
oing something else."
Tim Niese, owner of SkilZone, feels he falls into
Morrison's "supportive"
category. "We're not open
until noon because of the
few kids that will come
here (during school hours)
if they have the chance,"
he said. "We don't want to
give them the opportunity."
Niese said he has never
had a problem with any of
his stores (other Skill

Zones are located in Fremont, Sandusky, and Norwalk), and added that he is
not concerned with the
time restrictions council
may impose because his
arcade does not open until
noon anyway. But he is
wary of high licensing fees.
"THEY COULD put me
out of business,' Niese
said, should council members institute fees that are
"way out of line."
Councilman Jones, like
Niese, said he hopes fees
do not become a central
focus in future proposals.
"I would hate to see a fee
established that seems almost punitive,"Jones said.
Jones believes council
members should not stray
from their original goal to alleviate truancy - as
they formulate an ordinance.

HAIR REPAIR1
I
50% off
All Hair Cuts II

TUES. THRU THURS. ONLY
AUGUST 17-19 .
Must Present This Coupon
1616E. Woosier

I
I

Stores supply furnishings
for the budget-minded
by Melissa Manay
Staff Reporter

The advertisement
sounded great. "Two bedroom, unfurnished apartment, close to campus,
cheap." So you and your
three roommates signed
the lease, binding you for
one year, to your newfound "home-away-fromhome." The only thing you
had not thought of is where
you are going to eat and
sleep in this fumitureless
flat.
One solution is to buy
used furniture. While ft
may not be in perfect condition, it can serve its purpose by providing you with
a soft bed or nardwood
coffee table.
To find used furniture a
student can scout garage
and estate sales, but this
may take a lot of time.
Instead, there are three
shops in the Bowling Green
area which may already
have what the student
needs.
One shop is Pause and
Paw Antiques, about five
minutes south of Bowling
Green in Portage. Although he specializes in
antiques, a large portion of
Hobert Bowerman's merchandise, owner of the
shop, includes used furniture.

"College students make
up at least 40 to SO percent
of my business on used
furniture," Bowerman
said.
STUDENTS CAN FIND
most basic necessities for
under $50 at Pause and
Paw Antiques. Dressers,
couches and a black and
white television set with a
twenty-inch screen are
priced at $35 each. Wood
chairs, which could be
used for either the kitchen
table or at a desk, are
Biced at $12. A pair of
ble lamps cost $15.
Someone needing transportation could buy an old
bike for $25. If a student's
apartment does not provide a stove or refrigerator, Pause and Paw has
several available for $75to-$200.
Becca's Used Furniture,
325 North Grove, also sells
furniture within the budget
of a college student.
According to owner Becky
Ricard, most of her business comes from students,
especially during the fall.
While Ricard sells a variety of tables, lamps and
chairs she does not carry
appliances due to the limited space in her store.
One "extra" Ricard does
provide is her policy of

buying used furniture from
her customers.
"IF A STUDENT is moving at the end of the year
and can't take his furniture
with him, I sometimes buy
it to sell in my store," she
said.
The Volunteers of America sponsor a thrift shop on
North Main Street which
also sells used furniture.
"The furniture is donated
to the Volunteers of America which then sells it and
uses the money to benefit
people in need,'' said Betty
Carter, manager of the
store since its opening in
March 1961.
The price range, selection and condition of items
in all three stores is about
the same. Each shop will
negotiate prices and deliver furniture if a customer has no way of
transporting it. Both Pause
and Paw Antiques and the
Volunteers of America
Thrift Store charge a delivery fee, but Becca's Used
Furniture does not.
For a student trying to
save money by renting an
unfurnished apartment,
there are advantages to
buying used furniture. It is
cheaper than new furniture, and it is an investment because it can be
kept and used in the future.
for man
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great plains clothing ca
$
denim jeans: sale 12
5-pocket cotton denim jeans, with the same features and style as
.your old favorites...but at a much lower p"*™*1

ladies

ONLY
$5.00!
MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
190 S. MAIN ST.
352-7658

NOON TIME
TALENT

Featuring:
Ronda Moritz
& Tom Yackley
TODAY 12:00-1:00
^gf*Falcon's Nest, Union
Sponsored By Student Activities

Forest Apartments
Very Spacious
2 Bedroom
Furnished or
Unfurnished Apartments

Heat Included
Tenant Pays
Only Electricity
Call John Newlove
Real Estate
Call 354-2260
or 352-6553

T^adowvTew^Coiirf
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1982

macys

Furnished Of Unfurnished
Hours: Mon.— Fri. 9—12 4 1—5
2 Bedrooms:
Unfurnished: $265
Furnished. $285
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Resident Pays Electric
Unfurnished: $250
Lights
Furnished: $270
Landlord Pays AH Utmes
* Laundry facilities available * dashes!
* Swimming pool * Party room
* Oameroom * Sauna
Al RaskJenti art Granted the Pnvtega of • Membership
lo irw Cherry wood Health Spa

Efficiencies:
Unfurnished: $200
Furnished: $225
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Cycling turns finance major into free spirit
-•
-

V

'-•

BG News photos/Tim Appel
Andy Fichthorn and other members ol the Maumee Wheelman's Club compete each Thursday in a series of bike races. Next week, Fichthorn will face world class
cyclists In the Toldeo Bike Race at Ravine Park.
by Karen Sanditrom
Copy Editor

As Andy Fichthorn squeezes a thin
spray of oil into the joints of a white
Peugeot ten-speed, noise from two
freckled elevenboys comes closer,
until it is almost impossible to have a
conversation. Mike Purcell. owner of
Purcell's bike shop, wheels a BMX
motocross bike into the repair section
of the store, straddles the bike and
examines the front wheel.
"Boy. you've worn them right down
to the thread." Fichthorn comments,
looking over his shoulder at the back
tire of the BMX. The surface of the
tire was like a handball.
"Well, I got the bike HERE," one of
the boys triumphantly retorts. "It
must have just been a bad back tire,
'cause all the bumps are gone."
"WE PREFER to call them 'snake
bellies'," Purcell chides the boys,
referring to the texture of the tire.
Fichthorn advises the kids about skidding on the back tire, turns back to the
white Peugeot, grins a little. Dealing

NFL
. . . from Page 6

NFC WEST-Pick: San
Francisco 49'ers
Last year's Super Bowl
Champs possibly added
more depth to their offense
a rounding up a former
-Pro tight end, Russ
Francis: the world's fastest hurdler, Reynaldo Nehemiah; and the Big Ten's
biggest blocker, William
(Bubba) Partis of Michigan. These men were acquired in the off-season.
The 49'ers potent offense
is led by quarterback Joe
Montana, who had the
highest completion per-

with the younger set probably is just
an occupational hazard a true cycling
freak like Fichthorn has to put up
with.
According to a Newsweek magazine
study in 1381, the number of people
enjoying bicycling even occasionally
has risen over 25 percent in the last
decade. Gas prices and the physical
fitness fanaticism are probably major
influences in America's push toward
pedals, but Fichthorn, a senior finance major, says in cycling, the USA
really is behind many of it's European
neighbors.
Most of the' good American bicycle
racers, he says, used to be of Italian
and Irish ancestry, owing American
lack of prior interest in our fixation
with the almighty automobile.
"WITH (BICLYCLE) racers, it's kind
of funny. You see guys rolling up to a
race in ancient Volkswagen's and
they pull out a bike with brand new
sUk thread tires,"Fichthorn, who's
own rusted Karmann Ghia sits in the
repair shop, waiting to be fixed, says.
For true cycle buffs, it seems, bicycling is more than just doing a couple

centage (63.7) in the NFL
. for the second straight
year. Montana threw for 3,
565 yards and 19 TD's,
while throwing only 12 interceptions.
Dwtght Clark led the
team in receiving with 85
catches for 1,105 yards.
Freddie Solomon added 59
catches for 969 yards and
nine TD's.
The defensive pass-stopping unit ranked third last
season and the defense
ranked second overall. The
"New Name Defense" was
headed by Ronnie Lott,
Eric Wright and Carlton
Williamson (all three rookies), and veterans Jack
Reynolds and Fred Dean.

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

laps around old Irat row. Fichthorn,
for instance, leads a rather strangely
dichotomized life; he studies conservative finance and works with the free
spirited cycling world, part time in
service at Purcell's, belonging to the
Maumee Wheelman's Club and travelling for over a year a la bike.
"I started in Thailand, Bangkok,
and rode south through Malaysia,
took a boat to one side of Singapore
and road to the other side," he says.
Fichthorn finally ended up in Australia, where he lived and worked for
four months.
; "I THOUGHT about buying a car
there," he admits,"but when I got
mere I didn't have a cent, so I decided
not to."
Instead, Fichthorn took to what he
calls the "ultimate form of transportation'-bicycle hitchhiking.
"It's kind of neat, you're going
along, and the wind comes up behind
you, looks like it's going to rain, then
all of a sudden a guy comes by in a
pick up, and you're riding in a truck.
And your bike's in the back of his
truck, so when you get out, the sun is

Dean was voted the NFL's
Defensive Player of the
Year.

SUPER BOWL XVII
Picks-Buffalo and San
Francisco; Winner-San
Francisco

Fair.
. . . from Page 1

them in blue.
ALLEN BALDWIN, the
Wood County Democratic
Party Chairman, oversees

out and you just ride away.
Fichthom's collection of bicycles
amounts to two custom made racers,
a Fuji and an old collapsible Peugeot
that looks like something Grandma
would ride to pick up her prescription
from the pharmacist. "They nave
these bikes now that collapse down to
the size to fit in a briefcase," he says. When not studying for classes or riding one of his four bikes. Fichthorn works pert"I have visions of being a big exec- time at Purcell's bike shop, where he assists customers and repairs bicycles.
utive someday, getting off the plane
somewhere, taking my bike out of my fet burned out. For me, biking is for pendence from what he considers the
briefcase and riding away from the fe. I can do it to keep fit for the rest automobile addiction that most of
airport."
of my life."
America is under.
RIGHT NOW he is training for the
What does cycling really hold for
"Ask him about going to the groToledo Bike Race, which will bring him?
cery store," interjects Purcell as he
some world class cyclists here, not to "SEE THAT poster there on the tightens a bolt on a Free Spirit.
mention a few hundred amateur li- wall," Purcell points to a picture of an FICHTHORN THROWS Purcell a
censed racers from the area.
Italian racer advertising a racing snide glance, but smiles. "When I go
"I'm not in super shape," Fichthorn bike. "See his legs? That's why Andy to Kroger's I put all my saddlebags
says, "but I may do all right."
likes to ride a bike, so he can get his across the back of the bike and ride
But Fichthorn seems rather non- legs to look like that." Closer inspec- home with about 65 pounds of grochalant about the racing end of cy- tion reveals that the racer's legs are ceries.
cling.
shaved and oiled, a custom adhered to
"So many people use cars around
"If I really wanted to work at it, I by most serious cycle racers.
town, and there's really no need.
could probably become a good racer.
"Yeah," Fichthorn jokes, "I like to There's something about sitting in the
Competitive racing is fun but I see wear ladies underwear, too."
front seat of a car and watching
these athletes who really work hard at
But the real appeal of biking for things go by.. .1 don't know, it really
it for a couple of years, and then they Fichthorn besides fitness is an inde- bothers me lately."
"The kids really enjoy
the operation of the booth.
Democrats are passing out Milligan balloon if he can
"This is really for the local
balloons. "Our balloons tape a piece of Perkins for these things," Baldwin
candidates," he said.
are on a UPS truck some- Commissioner notepaper says, as the boy takes off
where between here and over Milligan's name with his balloon, oblivious
"State candidates come in
Akron," he says, with a (Bowling Green Mayor Al- as to why it was important
only for the media expolook of disbelief. He offers vin Perkins is running for to tape a piece of paper on
sure." He is interrupted by
it.
to blow up the boy's white County Commissioner).
a boy who wonders if the

FOR the best in PRICE
and SERVICE
Come Out TODAY
two bedrooms available
For Fall

WINTHROPAPTS.
Low Rates

Office Located at 400 Napoleon Rd.
Open 8:30 till 5:00 Mon-Fri.
Phone 352-9135

Swimming Pools
Laundramats

Air
Conditioning
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FFICIENCY APARTMENT RENTALS!
Day Service
Often Available - Phone First

352-7031

I
IttffJ KRAMttf ROAD
SOWDNlt WttCM.OHiO

*1— 2 Semester Leases beginning 8-23-82
*ALL UTILITIES PAID-(24) Hour Message Service
* All Appliances, Carpeting, A/C, etc.
* Furnished with color TV and cable
* Movie Channel Available
* Heated Pool and Secluded Courtyard
* Quiet Atmosphere-Ample Parking
* Restaurant & Groceries Adjacent

ITS OUR

°f*
INFLATION
CLIPPING SALE
FEED FOUR FOR ONLY 5.40
Use All Four Coupons At Once Or One At A Time

— COUPON —
• 2 pieces of chicken
• potatoes and gravey- roll

— COUPON —
• 2 pieces ot chicken
l potatoes and gravey • roll

$1.35f! |$1.35
wmncuii'

•

IIIHMI

•

fomimtwi

! Expires August 25, 1982

— COUPON —
• 2 pieces of chicken
•potatoes and gravey- roll

■■■Mi • wti tuam
I Expires August 25, 1982

I

— COUPON —

• 2 pieces of chicken
i .potatoes and gravey-roll
I

$1.3501 |$1.35f
c cnn

•

mnoin

■

•anc-.'o.

Expires August 25, 1982

I IO» "COIM*

•

HI.0*1

•

POtlUMIa.

j Expires August 25, 1982

it$ finger lickm good

WEEKLY and MONTHLY RENTALS AVAILABLE
NEAR END OF FOOTBALL STADIUM ft 1-75
RATE (1) Person-$240.00 per/month
(2) PersonS-$1 45.00 per/month
Phone 352-9302 (between 11 -4)
352-7365 (anytime)

BOWLING GREEN
.... M .,_;..
352 2061

DRIVE-THRU NOW OPEN
Sun-Thurs Until 10 p.m.
Fri& Sat Until 10:30 p.m.

• FREMONT

J

• PORT CLINTON
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1982 NFC playoff predictions
by Randy Davidson
Staff Reporter

Editor's Nate: This is the last of a
two-part series examining the National Football League's 1SS2 season.
In the National Football League's
NFC, my picks are Dallas in the East
and San Francisco in the West to
repeat as division winners. In the
Central division, I am picking Green
Bay to surprise most people and take
first place. With some improvement
offensively, the Giants can take a
wild-card soot and 111 pick the much
improved Redskins as the second
wild-card team.
NFC EAST—Pick: Dallas Cowboys
Defensively, the team is led by
Randy White, Ed Jones and Harvey

Martin. Other top players on defense
include Bob Brenuig, Dennis Thurman and Everson Walls. Walls led the
league with 11 steals last year.
Dallas has depth at wide receiver.
Tony Hill led the team with 953 yards.
Drew Pearson added 614 yards and
Butch Johnson had S52. Second-year
man Doug Donley (OSU) could move
into the lineup.
Quarterback Danny White ranked
second in the NFC with 57 percent
completion of passes. Running back
Tony Dorsett was second in the NFL
with 1,646 yards rushing.
Kicker Rafael Septien tied Detroit's
Eddie Murray for the NFL scoring
title with 121 points.
Dallas might be the best all-around
team in the leaque, but can they stop
San Francisco?

HOME MAKERS DREAM!
You control hours and mccme Damonatrato Toys and Gifts NO rrveatmenta. No experience. Aaw booking

CLASSIFIEDS

pernee Cal 686-2676 or write
TOY LADIES PARTY PLAN
Jormetown PA 15904

SERVICES OFFERED
Haven House '24 is wssng to sub
leeee apartment lor 82-83 school
year Inqunes cal Mark 352-6615
after 4pm
Home tor year old English Setter Golden Retriever puppy Wei trained
Needs lots ol space Cal 354-1674saklor Jute

ABORTION
TOIL FREE
I ».M
10 00 P.M.
1 100-4M-3SS0

NEED FEMALE « MALE STUDENTS
TO FILL APARTMENTS I HOUSES
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE FOR YOUR APARTMENT OR
HOUSE FOR NEXT YEAR?

PHONE 352 7365
NEED 2 FE RMTES FOR 82-83
SCHOOL YEAR INON-SMOKINGI
354-1525 LOW RENT.
FURNISHED. CHARMING'"

The Student Consumer Union pubtehee s ["monthly bating ot available
off-campus housing as we* as people
who are lookrrtg lor roommates It
doesn't coat anything to place a
listing so can the Student Consumer
Union at 3720248 or slop by 405
Student Services
EKpert Typmg
Reasonable Rates
Cat 352-7305 alter 5pm

ROOMMATE NEEDED
82 83
SCHOOL YEAR 2 BEDROOM APT ,
LOCATED 2 BLKS FROM CAMPUS.
REASONABLE RENT CALL 3541712 MARY

PERSONAL

Need a female roommate lor lal
semester? Cal Kathy at 352-4923

•OHEMO: Have a good hme wn*e I
am gone
BALLOON—A—GRAMS
The BaaOonman

352-6061
I'M CHEAP. I'M EASY AND I'M
QUICK with T-shirts tor your group
or organization. Lowest prices-last
deHnery. Call Jim 353-7011.
SALE-SALE—SALE
20* TO 70% OFF SALE
JEANS N' THINGS
FOR OUYS N' PALS 531 RIOOE ST.
Spruce up lor lal
Complementary Mary Kay facial

CelKmat 352-9120

ROOMMATE NEEDED
FOR SECOND SEMESTER ONLY.
LOW RENTI 140 MANVILLE. CALL
DEBORAH ANN OR JOANNA AT

J54-H74.

WANTED: Oarage space to store
car during winter montht. December through March preferred although longer term might be
acceptable. Cell 372-2601 between
a a.m. and 5 p.m.
1 F rmte needed (or Fal Semeater
For more mlormation call 354 3181

WORK IN FRANCE JAPAN. CHINA'
Send long, stamped, sett-eddreaaed
envelope lor detees ESL-32 A. P O
Box 336. Centrase. WA 9853t

FOR SALE
FOR SALE Powered LHrre-Light
[Eagle, Cal 1-832-0268 after 8pm
Interested In purchasing Rock
Ron Disco t Popular Music record
ngs (by me original artels) from me
'50a. 60s. '70a A '80s at tremen
doua discounts' For tree details
write & send a stamped. seK-eddressed envelope to: J E Rodriguez
PO Box 147. Parkchester Station
Bronx. NY 10462

WANTED
Female rmte needed Fall Semester
'63 Apt 1 Mock from campus Cal
352 7727.

HOUSES
3 bdrm semi furn . AC. bund
lad . $375 1 uW
2 bdrm semi-turn , AC. S366 t
ma.
APARTMENTS
2 bdrm Close to campus S275
■ atec
2-2 bdrm $310 a uU
1 bdrm turn Close to campus
S240rncfud utn
1 bdrm $175 lull
EFFICIENCY
Close to campus $165 ndud
uta
$145 plus mil
Pleese call 352-4715 anytime
New 1 bdrm apt 2-man. 1 bfc. from
campus Aval mid August 3527454
Spacious three-bdrm house to sublet
tor 82-83 school year. Close to
campus. For more info cal Mary
354-2030
NEWLY DECORATED 3 bdrm. 1
batti. lam rm m desirable BG area
NO PETS Yr lease $500 ™ dep
Sutl 352-1452 or 352-1744

'7S Vega Hatchback sMckehMt. no
mat. excellent condition, too (neootlepte.) Call Nick 352-4443.
1974 PONTIAC CATAUNA
Excel cond . $480 (flexlblel
Cal 352-8643 aek (or Carl

GREAT
HALF-PRICE

FOR RENT

SALE!
At Command

AL-LYN SOUTH
grad/facutty 2 bdrm. lurnlunlurn.

352-1100 aveeJ362-4l71 days

Performance
in Bowing Green!

353-6621
Campus Manor gala need 1 or 2
rmtes to share 2 bdrm apt lor
school year Ph 352 9302 11-4 or
352-7365 eves

BRAND NEW APARTMENTS
'•1 bdrm. unfurn.
•■FREE water a sewer
' ■ R19 walls tor good Ineulatlon
■'Corner 9th a High

Our famous shampoo.
precision haircut
& blow-dry styling
CReg. $14)
iVOlV ONLY $71
Adt'l BIQ SAVINGS
on permanents and
all salon coloring!

Phone 352-5120
before 4 P.M.

COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS
A targe downtown Cleveland corporation is interested m Cleveland area
junior a senior computer science
students lor lal semester Interested
student* should cal the Co-op office.
222 Ad Bog . at 372-2451 for
details

STUDENT RENTALS
House for 4-5
1/2 house for 1 or 2
Apartment for 2 or 3

Furmahed apl for

1 male orad student
UN fum Ph 352-1420
Furn houses lor 4 students

Cal 352-7484
New 2 bdrm apt., 4-man. 1 bat. from
campus Aval mid August 3527454

WANTED:
Grad students & Instructors who are
looking for e nice quiet place to hve
1 bdrm ft turn studios
Cal or slop In at Charmg Cross Apfs
1017 S Meet St 352 0590

Large, apacioira, attractive room m
historic house available by the week
unH late August Cal 352-6860
FOR FALL 831 7th SI 2 bdrm
fum . tenant pays only etec Cal John
Newtove Reel Estate 352-6553

WE STILL HAVE STUDENT HOUS
ING AVAIL FOR FALL 1 BDRM . 2
BDRMS Cal 352 5620

Tel. 352-6516
Hours: 10-9 M-F
9-7 Sat. 12-5 Sun
HURRY!

1 1 2 bdrm apts avail lor Fal
leesing 352-9457-11am-3pm. or
™4.n?n

Tfie

Thu'SdOy Student N.gHi
Sruuerrs*. Ill vO'd D s

O-, $' X

STAOIVM CINEMA 1.21
ruaiim

Steven Sptelburg's

Friday, Aug. 20 thru
Sunday, Aug. 22, 1982

BESUOM H. 12 MOOM

ISSO MTJn

Saturday. Aug. 11. IW
5000 SS
10.000 PP.U STOCK
"
M00MOD

SsOO 4 WD MOO TWOS
I
jLDOin wtm

nun
evOWH tie e.
CHILD HJM

NO BAIN DATE

NounntiM

NOGLAM
COfeTAINCRS

No personal or buawieaa checks
Semi Money Order or Cashiers Check Only"
Enclose self addreeaeo. stamped envelope

MEMIOH UJ. S:M PM
Saturday. Aug. 21. 1M3
ll.OOOOm
I7S0MWI
S000SS

m<

Starring

Hurt Reynolds

Dolly Parton
Eve 7 30 i u a:

Mo-

2 00

CLA-ZELi

ffl

CHILD SUM
CHILD
NetfaamaJ TreMor PtalUaa-«
earfaealle
P.O. Boa eOi

POLTERGEIST (PG)
.-

)30(< 38

:¥:;

Sot Mot 2 00

v?

SUN MAT 2.00o 4:00

I Art

*../) *U

lADVERTISING DEADLINE:
Wednesday August 25,
4 p.m.

'

Lara*'

Bewliew. Gee-.. Okie 43401
(4If) 3641434'

i
Si

** — *.*.*.*.-.*.*.*. *;iu::iiimi£-:-JL *.-*.*.*.*.*.*.*.+.*.+.-..

Free Pizza
ttp-i7e

HzzaLin

For pizza out it's Pizza Inn."

I
I
I
■
■
!

$3.00 or $2.00 off.
Get $3.00 off a large or $2.00 off a
medium size pizza, any style and as
many toppings as you want. Present
this coupon with guest check. Not
valid with any other offer.

■ Expiration: 8-18-82 BG

Pizza inn ^

For pizza out It's Pizza Inn!™!

u.ea
reOCOOLBM
LABODITHAN
ll-Mll-alir
mUSJaOIVKO
BTAMlTsJ

':<

I Sunday, August 29 1

STARTS FRIDAY I
STEVEN SPIELBERG'S

■UMirao STOCK
12.000 SS

S;

Welcome Back/ I
I1 Freshman Edition!1

The Best Little (R)
Whorehouse in Texas'

I IT. 1:04) Wl
Smsoay. A»a. 22. IM2
7000 MOD
UOO 4WD MOD TWJCIS
If

1

3rd BIG WEEK

Buy any pizza and get the next smaller I
same style pizza with equal number of |
toppings, FREE. Present this coupon
with guest check. Not valid with any
other oflV
Explrauot.t;8-l»-K BG

8CHEDULE OF EVENTS
■CaSaOM I. S:M FM
Friday. Aug SO. IW
TDOOSS
MOO MOD

1 or 2 bdrm apl. lor married couples
Pool Aval now a Fa* 363-3641
unN 5 00 352 0232 or 352-6992
eves

BG News

FREE PIZZA.

WITH
CONTWGBNCY

2 bdrm apta for Fal sM available
Gas Heat 353 3641 until 5 00
352 0232 or 352-6992 eves

2 bdrm. fully fum. sots. AC. Convenient location Lew rates. Cell 352
4S44

'E.T. The Extra TerrestioT

Sex Other Ad-Page 3

WOOD COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS, BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

CHARLESTOWN APTS
They're Great' Especieey for grade
352-4380

2 bdrm apta (or Grad Students
363-3641 untaSOO.
352-0232 or 352-6992 eves

Eve 7 30 S 9 30
«.•• Wot 2 00
Sun Mat 2 00 * 4 00

Sale Is for

NATIONAL TRACTOR PULLING CHAMPIONSHIPS

MID AM MANOR APT
Check Ua Out!
352-4380

see NFL page 5

LOOK FOR

353-5691 or 353-3641

rfjffr— -■!> nowi-er oniN

offense and lastvear he threw a
career-high 17 TD passes. Dickey
completed 57.6 percent of his passes
for 2,593 yards and ranked fourth
among NFC quarterbacks.
James Lofton had 71 receptions for
the second straight year, good for 1,294 yards. Tight end Paul Coffman
added 55 catches. John Jefferson
caught 39 passes for 632 yards. Jefferson was added to the wide receiver
corps from San Diego, and the Packers won six of their last eight games.
Defensively, the Packers improved
from 25th in 1980 to ninth. Theyled the
NFL in forcing turnovers with 54 (30
interceptions and 24 fumble recoveries).
The Pack led the NFL in kickoff
coverage and placekicker Jan Stenerud set a league record by making 22
of 24 field goals. But punter Ray
Stachowicz will have to be more consistent.

■»*.■)»,'>,» W,»:y:^

2 bdrm townhouses singles 6 famey
apta unfurn a turn Gas heat, pet
agreement avertable
9 month
$240/$260 12 month $225'$240

LIMITED TIME
ONLYI

$77,250 PURSE

NFC CENTRAL-Pick: Green Bay
Packers
Is "the Pack" back?
If the Packers are to be a playoff
team, they must get an improved
Crformance from their offensive
e. The Packers may have as many
as three new starters to help out in
this area.
Quarterback Lynn Dickey leads the

For Fal 2 barm turn.. Cable TV. AC.
heat a water mctud bfdg for bates.
$100 mo 'person w' 4 persona Cal
352 7182 !470CloughSt
Apt F-3

PHONE 352-7315

HAIRCUT

AL-LYN NORTH
undergred 2 bdrm. apartments

APARTMENTS-HOUSES
SINGLE ROOMS
PHONE 352-7366

1 M. rmss. wanted.
Nice apt close to campus

NFC EAST WILDCARD, THIRD
PLACE IN DIVISION-Pick: Washington Rediklns
The Redskins won eight of their last
11 games last year to finish at .500.
With a couple more wins this season,
they could make the playoffs.

Washington wound up scoring 347
points and averaging 351 yards per
game, among the best figures in the
league. Quarterback Joe Theisman
was second in the NFC with 59.1
Ercent completion. Leading the oflsive attack, Theisman threw for 3,568vards and 19 TD passes.
The 'Skins have depth in the backfield with Joe Washington (916 yards
rushing, 70 catches last year), Terry
Metcalf and John Riggins (714 yards).
The weaknesses for Washington are
its secondary and its kicking game.

5th BIQ WEEK

FACULTY MEMBERS WE HAVE
RENTAL MC4JStaKi FOR YOU TOOI
CALL 352-8420 BEFORE 4:00.

HELP WANTED

WINOSURFING
AUG 7 and 11
SIGN UP AT THE REC CENTER'

NFC EAST WILD-CARD, SECOND
PLACE IN DIVISION-Pick: New
York Giants
The Giants are moving up defensively and should make a wild-card spot
again. But the Giants need improvement offensively, as they had
the lowest-ranked offense in the NFL
last year.
New York has a young defense and
the defensive line allowed the thirdfewest points and third-fewest yards
in the NFL last year. Lawrence Taylor and Brad Van Pelt head a tough
Giants defense.
To help the backf ield out, the Giants
drafted two halfbacks-Butch Woolfolk (Michigan) and Joe Morris (Syracuse).
Phil Simms and Scott Brunner
might battle for the starting quar-

terback position. Brunner, taking the
place of the injured Simms last year
in game 11, guided the Giants to four
wins in their last five regular season
Ces and into the playoffs for the
time since 1963.
Rob Carpenter should continue to
do well as running back. Carpenter
gained 748 yards in 10 games after
being traded from Houston to New
York.
Leon Bright compiled 1,379 yards
rushing, catching passes and returning kicks and punts in 1981. Wide
receiver Johnny Perkins had his best
season with 51 catches for 858 yards
and six TD's.

1616 East Wooster Street
352-4657

